
Keeping track of inventory within a hospital can be cumbersome, resulting in having no inventory for procedures 

and high cost in lost or missing inventory. Often the reality of stock is different to the hospital ERP system, as 

stock moves around without entries in the ERP. Whereas RFID provides the actual truth of inventory. RFID is a 

simple low-cost way to seamlessly control inventory, providing the real location of as it moves from one place to 

another. Arcus automatically updates stock levels without the need for computer entry by staff. 

Arcus interacts with Hospital ERP systems 

to provide seamless enhancement in 

Procurement, and automated costing of 

Procedures. 

Arcus provides a simple means to 

automatically allocate inventory to a 

procedure without computer entry and 

staff training. 

Inventory Visibility and Automated Procedure Costing  

Inventory management in Hospitals is complex compared with inventory management in typical warehouses, 

where inventory is in a controlled environment managed by trained personnel. Nursing staff primary concern is 

patient care, not to control the inventory. Control of inventory is by Procurement who have no control over wards 

and limited access to theatres. This creates a chaotic inventory environment. 

Arcus provides visibility of inventory serializing all items by RFID, keeping track of its location, without the need to 

make entries in the ERP. Stock usage is recorded as the discarded packaging is placed in the RFID waste bins. 

Raising of purchase orders is automated and can be sent directly to vendors when discarded in the RFID bin, 

speeding up supply of critical items.  

Stocktaking 

Stocktakes are costly and often hold up procedures as areas are 

frozen during the stock take process, or a limited time is given to 

perform the stocktake. 

Arcus stocktakes can be performed across the hospital within a 

couple of hours counting 10,000 items an hour. Stock takes can be 

accumulative and can be conducted without the need to freeze 

stock. Stock takes automatically reallocated stock to different 

locations. 
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Adilam is a leading RFID solution and implementation provider. With a global network of technology 

partners, and a highly skilled team of engineers, we provide a range of RFID hardware and software 

solutions.  These solutions are deployed on the world’s first cloud based RFID application platform, 

Arcus—a rapid deployment platform managing the core elements of people, assets, inventory and 

movement and layered with custom built applications for each clients needs. 
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Consignment stock 

Consignment stock can cause tension between vendors and customers, it is not owned by a hospital until 

used and vendors have no visibility into their inventory. If lost it can be invoiced by the vendor, even if it is 

just relocated or misplaced. 

Arcus provides Vendors visibility of their inventory in each location for quicker resupply by email daily 

reports: 

⇒ Received inventory 

⇒ Stock takes 

⇒ Used inventory and Resupply by PAR levels  

⇒ Consignment visibility and automated notification of usage. 

Procedure Costing 

Often stock is used but not recorded against a procedure, resulting in not 

being charged to a healthcare fund. When inventory is not recorded against 

a procedure it creates inaccuracy and not being able to recover the cost 

from the healthcare fund. 

Using Arcus procedure costing bins, inventory is automatically allocated to a 

procedure by simply placing it in the RFID bin. Procedures can be started and 

stopped by the touch screen or by placing the patient RFID slip on the bin. 

Stock is dynamically adjusted and trigger an immediate reorder by the PAR 

levels.   

 


